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Shattered Legion is a MMO Strategy Blockchain game set in a post-apocalytic 

wasteland where warring factions run by warlords, cult leaders, and delinquents 

have taken over and are in a constant struggle for land and resources. With 

thrilling and nuanced PVE and PVP gameplay, the opportunity to make real 

money, and a sustainable and fair economic system. 

Deployed on the BSC network with a robust economic system based on Hero and 

Mech NFTs, Land Ownership, and XTAL Crystals, Shattered Legion seeks to 

become the future of the SLG genre in the wake of the GameFi revolution.
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While traditional games can have addictive gameplay, 

there is no sense of ownership or meaningful investment 

in the game because there is no way to redeem the 

income users expected from the investment. Shattered 

Legion has the potential to decode the above 

difficulties. 

The system emphasizes remaining approachable to new 

players long after launch through mechanics like 

providing accessible materials for novice players to help 

them familiarize themselves with the game and initial 

growth early. An unlocking mechanism for the player's 

city development and resource acquisition is regulated. 

Moreover, offering world-class gameplay on par with 

any conventional SLG game means that all players have 

a fair chance to play the game and be rewarded. 

MARKET ANALYSIS



Conquest digs deep into the economic attributes of SLG, 
and integrates world map PVP, accumulated resources, 
land finance and social functions into economic model.

SLG pays high 

SLG has a long life cycle

Seize GameFi in the SLG field

Innovation section

Shattered Legion gameplay incorporates the core features of SLG games, 

with strategy and social interaction based on the growth of players.The 

advantages of SLG games are that they have a long life cycle, use PVP as 

a social driving force, and have high player loyalty and activity.The game 

deeply excavates the economic attributes of SLG, and integrates the world 

map PVP, accumulated resources and social functions into the economic 

model.

 App Store + Google Play   
Data Sources：App Annie

Top 10 Chinese mobile game  
overseas revenue Oct.2021

RANKING USER SPENDING RANKING

The advantages of SLG games are long life cycle, deep 
gameplay and growth values, social driving force with 
PVP and activities, and high player loyalty and activity.

Shattered Legion’s gameplay logic and values are 
benchmarked against products such as COK, ROK, and 
Pocket Raiders. The global average quarterly turnover of 
these products is about 60 million to 90 million US dollars. 
Global users of the SLG category have always had a stable 
payment power and user base.

The gameplay of Shattered Legion integrates the core 
features of SLG games. At present, SLG, a category with 
a large fan base, is still blank in the GameFi field, so users 
can experience new products as soon as possible. The 
more important significance is to guide SLG enthusiasts 
to the GameFi world.

ABOUT SLG-GAMEFI



GameFi NFT Value

0 Cost Participation Economic System

The most advanced public chain and game 

production technology are adopted to realize 

the decentralization of game virtual assets.

SLG uses the inherited solid smart contract 

standards of ERC721 and ERC1155 to make the 

generation. 

Players only need to download an app and 

register to participate in the game. They can 

create their own kingdom in the game from 

scratch. 

Blockchain takes the discovery and supply of 

game value from game developers, which are 

jointly created by developers and players. 

BUILD THE FIRST OPEN WORLD STRATEGY 
ENTHUSIAST COMMUNITY ON THE BLOCKCHAIN
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PVE
Players need to rely on their own heroes to complete 
the campaign levels.

Battle

There are many hostile NPCs in the world map, bandits, 
warlords, thieves, etc., players assign hero troops to 
fight and can get a lot of rewards.

World Evil

World bosses will appear on the world map from time 
to time, and there will be different bosses in different 
events or periods. All players can fight together and 
get special rewards.

World Boss
PVP 
Player-to-player fights.
Attack

In the mutual attack between alliances, in addition to allies 
attacking each other, they can also attack the buildings in 
the other alliance's territory.

Alliance War

Multiple alliances can form alliances and compete to seize 
the fortress in the center of the world. Many alliances can 
participate, and the winner will be awarded the title of 
conqueror. World War is season based.

World War



Skill system

Equip  system  

Ranking system

With limited resources and no governing force, Will you be the one to change it? Or will you 

be a warlord hell-bent on conquering the world for yourself?It's time to enter Shattered 

Legion.

BECOME 
A LORD



There are a total of 22,500 NFT lands in the Shattered Legion world that are all NFTs. 

Each NFT land is an independent entity, which players can acquire through purchase 

and lease in the market. Paxis Land Areas 

25 Areas

22,500 NFT Lands



In addition to helping players lead troops to attack opponents, Hero NFT reflect the 

value of gamers. Only troops led by heroes can get XTAL benefits.

Cultivate   Recruit   Conquer

HERO NFT



Mechs mainly provide extra attribute bonuses for the player's fortress, stationed in the 

city, improve the defense force of the city, and can also improve the development of 

the city.

Industrial Mech Armed Mech    Agricultural Mech

MECH NFT



$ XTAL SLG GOLD$ SLG
As a governance token, $SLG 
can only be used to exchange 
NFTs in the $SLG market.

$XTAL is used as the reward 
currency in the game.

SLG GOLD is the currency 
in game. Players can use 
USDT to buy SLG GOLD.

The SLG ecosystem contains two tokens $SLG, $XTAL, 

and one in-game currency SLG GOLD.
DUAL-TOKEN & 1 IN-GAME 
CURRENCY SYSTEM



Token Name Shattered Legion CRYSTAL

Token Symbol          $SLG         $XTAL

BEP20 Yes Yes

Initial supply See Token distribution for details 10 Billion

Maximum supply 1 Billion /

Value Trend Absolute Deflation Decaying Inflation

Additional issuance No Dynamic addition or destruction

Usage Governance,Staking,Purchase NFT… Strengthen NFT, Staking…

TOKEN INTRODUCTION
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Distribution Percentage
Quantity 

($SLG) Release Rule

Seed Investment 6% 60,000,000
TGE 7.5%, Cliff 12 months, linear 

release every month，linear release 
monthly for 24 months

Strategic Investment 12% 120,000,000
TGE 10%, Cliff 6 months, linear 

release every month，linear release 
monthly for 24 months

IGO/IEO 1.75% 17,500,000 TGE 100% 

Team and 
Consultants

20% 200,000,000
TGE 0%, cliff 12 months, linear release 
monthly for 36 months

Liquidity 25% 250,000,000

TGE 6%, unlock 40% in the first year, 
unlock 30% in the second year, 
unlock 20% in the third year, unlock 
10% in the fourth year

Game & Land 
incentive

25% 250,000,000
TGE 0% with the remainder unlocked 
linearly on a monthly basis for 60 
months

Ecological Fund 10.25% 102,500,000
TGE 2% with the remainder unlocked 
linearly monthly for 30 months

Total Supply 100% 1,000,000,000

The number of $SLG  tokens for the 
initial offering is 1 Billion. 

TOKEN ALLOCATION



Q1 2023

INFRA UPGRADE 

• DEX Listing  

• Security Upgrade 

• Guild War

Q2 2023

GAME REBRANDING 

• Game Rebranding 

• In-game Resource 

Marketplace Launch 

• More CEX Listing 

• Closed Beta Test III

Q3 2023

MAINNET LAUNCH 

• Open Beta Test 

• NFT Sale

Q4 2023

USER ACQUISITION 

• Community Building 

and Mass User 

Acquisition 

• Guild Collaboration

Q1 2024

ENHANCED GAMEPLAY 

• Introduce additional 

gameplay 

mechanism: Clashes 

of Tribes 

•

ROAD MAP



STRATEGIC INVESTORS & 
PARTNERS



THANKS FOR WATCHING.

www.slg.games

@LandofConquest Shattered Legion t.me/Shattered_Legion_Official Shattered Legion @ShatteredLegion Shattered Legion

contact@slg.games 


